
At Work
Planning Intelligence

At PMCC, we provide a large array of planning services to ensure our 
clients have confidence, transparency and protection in terms of their 
project timing and completion. These include:

Planning Feasibility

From the very initial project idea, we create a robust and reliable 
programme for carrying out a project.

Then, we assess and review tender programmes as to practicality, logic, 
and realistic time period for carrying out the works.

In addition, perform third-party programme auditing to identify issues 
and provide programme assurance.

Client Project Programming

We develop the initial programme as the design progresses in terms of 
constructability and detailing.

Additionally, reviewing contractor’s baseline programme on its logic, 
productivity outputs, the realism of the project, and compliance with the 
contractual obligations.

As well as reviewing progress onsite, contractors’ progress updates and 
progress reports providing independent analysis and ensuring 
accuracy.

In order to maintain and complete the project on time, we also prepare 
mitigation/acceleration options to deal with events of delay.

Contractor Project Programming

We tender programme preparation to ensure the ability to deliver the 
project in the period stated within tender documents.
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WHO WE ARE
Established in 2007, we are dedicated to deliver effective 
solutions to complicated business challenges.

Our staff comprises of diverse professional backgrounds and 
cultures with various experiences across the industry. We are 
committed to meeting your project needs, regardless of 
complexity, from start to finish, staying true to our reputation for 
being “Your Trusted Project Partner”.

WHY PMCC
We do projects because it is our passion. We deliver project 
control, planning, systems integration and much more because 
we love it. If something is new, we master it. We go above and 
beyond for our clients because we want to do it. Our reputation 
precedes us.

SECTORS COVERED

Manufacturing & Infrastructure, Energy, Technology & 
Communications, Transportation and Building & Properties

FOR THIS SERVICE


